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Objective 
BBVa compass is a commercial bank that serves the sunbelt region 
of the u.s. the bank was looking to position itself as a leading original 
source of global, national and, particularly, local economic and business 
information. in 2006, it partnered with king fish media to develop  
Compass on Business, a private media program to reach small-to-
medium-sized business customers by way of original “thought  
leadership” content via print and online.

Execution
the target audience for Compass on Business is small-to-medium busi-
ness executives who reside in the BBVa compass “footprint”—alabama, 
arizona, colorado, florida, new mexico and texas. the magazine is 
delivered quarterly to 15,000 current business customers, with another 
15,000 copies used by bank representatives for sales prospecting.  

a website was created to work hand-in-hand with the magazine to deliver 
on-demand information to key business banking customers. the site 
has shown steady traffic growth since its launch in 2006, and currently 
averages more than 12,000 unique visitors per month. king fish editors 
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It also created a new plant assistant position
to lay the groundwork for new employees
before they move into an apprenticeship
position in operations or maintenance, two
key areas in the power plant.“Our training coordinator is an expert in

adult education curriculum design,” Green
says. “The first thing he’s doing, for exam-
ple, is to begin the process of updating our
plant-specific operations books, which 
hasn’t been done in 20 years. He’s using the
current operators to help bring all that 
information up-to-date. When he’s done,
we’ll have electronic versions that can be 
easily updated and used for training and 
reference. He’s also in the process of assessing
all the skills and knowledge we have in place
in the maintenance group, so that we can
develop training to fill any gaps.”On the non-technical side, Platte River is

developing training for supervisory and man-
agement roles. The company has created the
Platte River Academy, which it will roll out
later this year, designed specifically to help
transition employees into those more senior
jobs when they open up. “It’s more than sim-

ple succession planning at the management
level,” adds Green. “It’s a very broad, 
comprehensive look at organizational needs,
including all the nuts and bolts.” While it’s too early to tell how well the

new training initiatives will work, Green

says Platte River is already seeing positive
results from a strong focus on an issue that
could have caused big problems had it not
been addressed. “We’re trying to create new
opportunities for learning and mentoring,
so people can pass knowledge and skills
along before they leave. We want to use all
the captive knowledge we now have to 
create processes and develop people that
can serve us in the future.”

Flexible work hours
Part-time workMentoring younger workersContinuous skills training

Phased retirementHiring retirees as consultants or temps
Job sharingIncentives to delay retirement

The Graying Workforce Not a Critical Problem in Colorado

No impact
30%

Already a problem
5%

Will be a significant problem18%

Will be a minor
problem
47%

A bout two-thirds of Colorado business leaders report that less than 20% of

their workers are in the 55 or older age bracket. For approximately one in six

companies, 20% to 29% of employees are in this category. Another one in

six stated that at least 30% of workers are age 55 or older. 

Overall, business leaders are not anticipating that the aging of the workforce will be

a critical problem in the future. Only about 5% report there is currently a problem, while

about 18% believe this will be a significant problem in the near term. Approximately

47% feel this will cause a minor problem, whereas 30% report this will have no impact

on their business. 

Filling the Age Gap in ColoradoMost Colorado business leaders who are creating plans to retain or deal with the attrition of older

workers plan to offer them flexible work hours, part-time work opportunities and mentoring programs 

for younger workers that pair them with older workers. Other alternatives cited to help fill the gap left 

by retiring workers included continuous skills training for all employees and giving older employees 

consulting or temporary opportunities and phased-in retirement. The least popular options noted 

were incentives to delay retirement and job-sharing programs.
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continually enhance its features, including top financial content from  
kiplinger, quick polls, podcasts and a blog to create a sense of commu-
nity among readers. 

in 2009, compass was acquired by BBVa of spain and was rebranded 
as BBVa compass; Compass on Business was subsequently re-
launched as Blueprint. king fish and BBVa compass worked together to 
rebrand and re-launch Blueprint magazine. the circulation was raised to 
38,000 and the editorial scope was expanded to include stories on retail 
banking and wealth management.

in addition, BBVa compass turned to king fish to create several  
additional communication vehicles for bank employees. One is a 52- 
page quarterly magazine called Adelante; another is a 10-page digital 
magazine called Together, which welcomed newly acquired guaranty 
Bank employees to BBVa compass; a third is a 4-page biweekly  
magazine for customer-facing employees called Everyday.

Results
the compass on Business program has been integrated across a  
number of marketing channels. the bank’s corporate marketing depart-
ment and relationship managers applauded the distinction among local 
banks of offering an original magazine to their clients.  

the private media channel king fish created for BBVa compass enables 
the bank to talk directly to key customers as part of its customer reten-
tion and acquisition marketing strategy. the use of content marketing 
has helped BBVa compass to create a stronger, trust-based bond with 
customers and prospects. Based on the success in 2009, the program 
will be expanded in 2010 with new internal and external magazines. 

BBVa compass chose to use original, compelling content to communi-
cate with current customers through an integrated print/online program. 
surprisingly few companies today are focusing on customer retention, 
which proves to be even more valuable during an economic downturn. 
for compass, not only does this program serve to hold current custom-
ers longer; it also drives more revenue from the existing base of banking 
customers through smart, cross-product news and content. •

King Fish and bbVA 
Compass worked  
together to rebrand 
and relaunch blueprint 
magazine. the editorial 
scope was expanded to 
include stories on retail 
banking and wealth 
management.
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Expand overseas with a long-term 
plan and a network of trusted allies.

After Christopher Feola signed his company’s  

first agreement to export its technology, he  

anticipated logistical challenges. But he didn’t  

expect phone conferences to pose a problem.

When the Texas-based entrepreneur scheduled a meeting with 
the firm’s development manager in California and its joint partner 
in India, different time zones stymied the group.

“All three of us managed to call in at the wrong time,” says  
Feola with a laugh. He’s president of nextPression Inc., a tech firm 
in Grapevine, Texas.

In a global economy, American firms often look abroad to expand. 
Enticed by the high growth rates in many foreign markets, Feola and 
other business owners are testing the waters overseas.

Feola’s team is pitching its technology to a big insurer in  
Hyderabad, India that needs help with data integration to strengthen 
its customer service. He licensed nextPression’s product to an Indian 
tech company with offices in Los Angeles and London. 
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Cover Story

A former globetrotting journalist, Feola is accustomed to over-
coming cross-cultural barriers. His travels through Asia taught him 
not to mistake politeness for agreement.

“You have to be cautious about cultural issues when doing 
business overseas, but you also need to bring the same focus to 
every sale,” he says. “No matter where you are, you need to  
understand the customer’s problem and make a strong case to 
show how you will solve it.”

An American company that lays the groundwork to export 
its products or services can expect speed bumps along the way.  

Financial and regulatory requirements, coupled with the need to forge  
alliances with distributors and other partners in foreign lands, can 
cause initial delays and cost overruns.

Successful business owners begin exporting as a long-term investment 
in growth. They brace for early hiccups and persevere while building  
a reliable network of relationships abroad. 

Impatient executives, by contrast, tend to give up after a few quick 
disappointments. They may conclude that the initial headaches of 
exporting don’t outweigh the familiarity of sticking with an estab-
lished pipeline of domestic sales.

	 KEY	TAKEAWAYS:

•  �Cultivate your interna-
tional distributors and 
customers. Speak their 
language and adapt to 
their culture.

•   Seek advice from  
experienced exporters 
and enlist a bank with  
a global presence that  
can help you build rela-
tionships abroad and  
assess foreign markets. 

•   Treat exporting as a  
long-term investment  
in business growth  
rather than a temporary 
reaction to slumping 
domestic markets. 
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